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As I reflect on various documentation to assist prepare this report, I was surprised at 
the number of small achievements accomplished during the 2014/ 2015 period of 
operation. These being in addition to maintaining normal activities associated with 
competition, social play, the junior program, coaching, opening on practice nights and 
the occasional hire of the venue by schools and the community. 
 
At the 2014 Annual General Meeting Don Lugg was endorsed as a Life Member of 
Southern Table Tennis. Congratulations Don, and thanks for your continued support of 
Southern over many years. 
 
So what were these small achievements accomplished in 2014 / 2015: 
 

 Southern was successful in an Active Club Grant bid securing $5,000 to put 
towards the purchase of a defibrillator, new first aid kit and asthma emergency 
kit. Sufficient funding also existed to purchase a cover for the coaching trailer. 

 The Wilfred Taylor Reserve Users Group (WTRUG) was established and 
brought together the different tenants operating on the Reserve with a common 
goal of working together, sharing resources and skills and generally contributing 
to the betterment of Wilfred Taylor Reserve. 

 The winter months did bring about a few roof leaks which needed to be 
addressed both from a safety and ‘damage to the playing surface’ perspective. 
The stadium is 28 years old and requires some loving care and attention. 

 In addition to player performances being posted to the notice board, they are 
now weekly uploaded to ‘Ratings Central’ and accessible electronically. Ratings 
Central captures pennant and tournament results not only from around 
Australia, but from several other countries. Well done Brian James in enhancing 
his table tennis software to enable this additional functionality. 

 The new look web site will be launched in the near future, once again thanks to 
Bev & Brian for their work in this space. 

 Southern registered for the ‘School Voucher’ system whereby primary school 
students can avail themselves of ‘one’ free $50 program each year. Several of 
the juniors elected to use it on the Tuesday Night Junior Program.  

 Finally, the Executive has decided to re-affiliate with TTSA (SA peak table 
tennis body) for 2016. From a legislative, compliance, grants, junior pathway, 
access to TTSA services and benefits, etc. perspective, it was timely to re-
establish relationships with the SA table tennis community. 

 
In looking forward to 2015 / 2016, the Executive seeks to identify and embark on a 
project which will benefit the membership and enhance the attractiveness of playing 
table tennis as Southern, be that competitively or socially. The 2015 / 2016 operating 
period will also see the introduction of sponsors whom we trust the membership will 
patronise. 
 
Finally, to all those who have contributed to the effective running of Southern during 
the last 12 months, I say thank you, your input has not gone unnoticed. 
 
Maurice Quinn 
Secretary 


